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- 6 Essential Tips on How to Become a Full Stack Developer [2]

- How to Change Hostname in Ubuntu a complete tutorial for beginners 2020 [3]


- How to Install Oracle Java 14 in Ubuntu 18.04, 20.04 [5]

- How to add more online accounts to elementary OS by installing Gnome Control Center [6]

- How not to make 5 Beginners Mistakes in Kubernetes [7]

- find all executable files across the entire tree [8]
The world is dealing with coronavirus pandemic. Every nation around the globe is asking its people to stay at home and work from home.

Many companies are already asking their employees to stay at home and work from home to avoid coronavirus infection.

Well, there are many tools that you might need while working from home and one of those tools is a video conferencing tool. There are many video conferencing tools available on the internet. Some of them are free and some of them not.

A while ago, we posted some good alternatives to Linux man pages. Those tools skips all theoretical part and gives concise Linux command examples. If you are a lazy Linux user who wants some practical examples for a Linux command, they would definitely help. Today, we will see a similar tool named Navi. Navi is an interactive commandline cheatsheet tool written in Rust. Just like Bro pages, Cheat, Tldr tools, Navi also provides a list of examples for a given command, skipping all other comprehensive text parts.

Source URL: http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/135750
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